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NOISETRAP BY CHRISTIAN BERNER/ AQVIS MILJÖ
DANGER OF FALLING DEBRIS
SUMMARY
The product Noisetrap, sold by Christian Berner AB, is a road traffic noise reducing device. It
has been tested according to SS-EN 1794-2:2011 Annex B regarding Danger of falling debris
as a part of the CE-marking of the product. The product withstands the highest specified load
without any falling debris, classifying it to class 4.
The product is also available under the name Aqvis Miljöspont, from Aqvis Miljö AB.

Figure 1: The tested installation of Noisetrap.
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CLIENT

Christian Berner AB, Karlsbodavägen 39, SE-168 67 Bromma.
Contact: Johan Westerlund, johan.westerlund@christianberner.com, +46 8 564 88 482
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ASSIGNMENT

To perform testing of Noisetrap regarding Danger of falling debris in SS-EN 1794-2:2011
Annex B.
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TEST OBJECT

Noisetrap is a product from AQVIS Miljö AB, Odalvägen 5, SE-599 33 Ödeshög, SWEDEN.
The tested samples were delivered from the producer (Talent Plastics) 2013-07-01, with TP
order number 22466. The profiles have been stored outdoors since the delivery. Production part
number is 1522-40 AQVIS Miljöspont L=2600mm. The built up barrier reached 2.4 m above
ground.
The top ledge is a plastic U-profile 55x100.
The barrier consists of several plastic profiles that are put together. The cross section of one
profile is presented in figure 2. The profiles are made from recycled High Density Polyethylene
(HDPE).

Figure 2: Cross section of one Noisetrap profile.

The foundation of a Noisetrap barrier is typically made by putting square steel tubes
(KKR 40x40x4) at even intervals into plastic tubes (diameter 160/140 mm) filled with gravel
(fraction 4-8 mm). If the ground already is made from compactable material (as in the case of
putting a barrier into a road embankment) the plastic tubes are put into pre-stamped holes. In
this case, the plastic tubes were put into a ditch filled with compacted crushed stone (fraction 016 mm). The number of steel tubes depends on ground conditions and wind load. In this case
the distance between the tubes was 450 mm, which is typical for a barrier reaching 2 meter
above ground with the ground and wind conditions at the test site. A drawing of the barrier with
its foundation is found in figure 3.
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Figure 3: The build up of the Noisetrap barrier.
Two tests were performed with a plastic reinforcement on the rear side of the barrier and one
was made without it.

Figure 4: Tests were performed both with a reinforcement on the rear side and without.
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TEST PROCEDURE

The test procedure is fully described in SS-EN 1794-2:2011 Annex B. In short, an impactor
shall be crashed into the barrier. Any damages, especially falling debris shall be classified and
reported.
The impact energy to be tested is 0.5 kJ and 6 kJ. An impactor was designed with a weight of
45 kg empty and 400 kg filled with sand. The impactor shall be lifted in a pendulum, so it
swings into the barrier. The test shall be documented with high-speed camera.
The impactor hit the barrier at the height 1.0 meter.
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RESULTS

The tests were performed 2015-09-09 on a field close to Bäckgatan 4 in Grästorp, Sweden.
The speed of the impactor was determined from the high-speed camera films, using the last 30
cm before the impact into the barrier.
Actual speed
(km/h)

Impact energy
(kJ)

Free pieces

0.5 kJ with reinforcement on rear side

16.9

0.5

None

6 kJ with reinforcement on rear side

18.6

5.4

None

6 kJ without reinforcement on rear side

20.8

6.6

None

Test

Table 1: Results of the three tested impacts.

The classification is 4, as there are no free pieces at all from the heavy impactor.
5.1

0.5 kJ impact with reinforcement on rear side

The impact with the lower weight did not inflict much damage to the barrier. The barrier was
slightly deflected by the impact and a small dent could be seen where the impactor hit the
barrier.

Figure 5: The small dent in the barrier from the 0.5 kJ impact.
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5.2

6 kJ impact with reinforcement on rear side

With 400 kg crashing into the barrier the damage was larger. The deflection was clear and
remained after the impact. The reinforcement on the rear side was broken by the impact.

Figure 6: The barrier at the moment Figure 7: The deflected barrier at the
of impact.
turning point of the impactor.

Figure 9: The profiles were separated from each other
close to the impact point and a small dent was inflicted
to the profile.
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Figure 8: The barrier after the
damages from the impact have
stabilized.

Figure 10: The reinforcement on the rear side was
broken by the impact.
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5.3

6 kJ impact without reinforcement on rear side

The damages to the barrier were similar with and without the reinforcement on the rear side.
The impact deflected the barrier and the profiles got separated close to the point of impact. A
hole was punched in the plastic profile by the impact.

Figure 11: A hole was punched in the plastic profile
at the point of impact.

Figure 12: The profiles became separated and
deflected by the impact
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